
New Spork City Vocabulary Review

Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. This describes a person who is not wearing socks or shoes.

examine roll your eyes barefoot steep

2. This is the hair right over your eye. You should have two of this.

adventure barefoot deposit eyebrow

3. This is the word for any person over eighteen years old.

wide notice fall in love adult

4. An unusual or exciting experience. Usually, a positive one.

once view adventure community

5. To see something and to 'register' it in your mind so that you can talk about it

later.

foyer skyscraper notice adventure

6. This describes something that is far from the ground.

high tenant examine foyer

7. This describes something with a big distance from left to right.

wide fall in love adult view

8. The word for what you can see from one location (often, a high location).

adult view adventure examine
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9. To look at something very critically to try and understand it.

wide spend examine eyebrow

10. The person who pays rent to stay in an apartment or house.

examine spend tenant fall in love

11. A group of people who come together to help each other.

community examine high understand

12. To start loving a person. Often, to start loving a person who loves you back.

fall in love skyscraper adult community
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

cobblestone, understand, skyline, once, foyer, ring, skyscraper, steep,

spork, deposit, first hand, spend

1. When Bert and Bernice go hiking, Bert always takes a

____________________________ to eat their pick nick lunch with. He thinks it

is easier than bringing a lot of table ware.

2. Many people told me that Berlin was a crazy, busy city. But, I had to experience

it ____________________________ to really know the feeling. They were right!

3. "If you have a hundred dollars and you ____________________________ ten

dollars on dinner, how much do you have?"

4. Alberta collects the ____________________________ bottles that people leave

in the park and returns them for money.

5. My English is not very good and when people speak with a strong accent, it can

be hard for me to ____________________________ them. Then I ask them to

write an email.

6. The New York ____________________________ is very famous. My son even

has it on a poster in his room.

7. Manhattan is famous for its ____________________________s. Some of them

are more than 100 floors tall!

8. It was a hard hike, because some of the hills were very

____________________________ and we needed a break on top.

9. Our bedroom window opens onto a ____________________________ road.

When cars drive over it in the night, it's much louder than driving over asphalt.

10. I played soccer ____________________________ as child, but it's not my thing

anymore.

11. There is a bell outside our back door. We ____________________________ it

when it is time to eat and the kids know to come inside.

12. In the ____________________________ of her villa, Jana has a piano. She

thinks it makes her guests feel welcome.


